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Scalable electrochromic nanopixels using plasmonics
Jialong Peng1*, Hyeon-Ho Jeong1*, Qianqi Lin1, Sean Cormier1, Hsin-Ling Liang2,
Michael F. L. De Volder2, Silvia Vignolini3, Jeremy J. Baumberg1†

Plasmonic metasurfaces are a promising route for flat panel display applications due to their full color gamut and
high spatial resolution. However, this plasmonic coloration cannot be readily tuned and requires expensive lith-
ographic techniques. Here, we present scalable electrically driven color-changingmetasurfaces constructed using
a bottom-up solution process that controls the crucial plasmonic gaps and fills themwith an active medium. Elec-
trochromic nanoparticles are coated onto ametallic mirror, providing the smallest-area active plasmonic pixels to
date. These nanopixels show strong scattering colors and are electrically tunable across >100-nm wavelength
ranges. Their bistable behavior (with persistence times exceeding hundreds of seconds) and ultralow energy con-
sumption (9 fJ per pixel) offer vivid, uniform, nonfading color that can be tuned at high refresh rates (>50 Hz) and
optical contrast (>50%). These dynamics scale from the single nanoparticle level to multicentimeter scale films in
subwavelength thickness devices, which are a hundredfold thinner than current displays.

INTRODUCTION
Plasmonic resonances supported by noble metal nanostructures have
emerged as an effective tool supporting a wide variety of enhanced
optical phenomena (1), leading to applications such as sensing (2), im-
aging (3), actuation (4), and display (5–8). The latter is particularly
interesting, as recent advances in nanolithography provide complex
plasmonic building blocks that generate a rich set of colors while keep-
ing their overall size smaller than pixels used in commercial displays.
However, so far, their manufacture has been limited to the produc-
tion of static colors obtained by complex arrangements of scattering
elements to overcome the dependence on light polarization as well as
illumination and viewing angles (3, 5).

Active plasmonic colors can be obtainedwhen the optical properties
of the surrounding media are controlled by an applied stimulus (5).
Plasmonic metasurfaces combined with electrochromic materials,
including conductive polymers and phase-change materials, typically
show on/off switching when the charge state of the electrochromic
material changes (9–11). So far, these combinations enhance refresh
rates and optical contrast by up to twofold compared to the electro-
chromic materials alone (12). Because the size of the plasmonic
elements sets the RGB pixels for color generation (see table S1),
(electro-)chemical means have been used to make plasmonic nano-
particles function as small optical switches/pixels. For instance, Au
nanostructures coated with Ag shells show wide color dynamics
through electrochemical control of the Ag shell thickness or redox
state (7, 13), but they suffer from very poor long-term reproducibil-
ity (<1 month) (14) and slow switching speeds (>0.5 s) (13). This is
because when Ag is repeatedly stripped/redeposited (7) or oxidized/
reduced (13), the ionic diffusion is slow and leads to rapid nanoscale
morphological changes. Another approach is to combine plasmonic
nanoparticles with conductive polymers (15–17). Although several
such hybrid systems show faster reproducible dynamics, their reso-
nant spectral features are shifted to the infrared, thus unsuited for
display applications (see below for details).

A promising scheme to address these challenges is a multilayered
plasmonic composite architecture filledwith a dielectric spacer, known
as the nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM). These can be constructed by
“lithography-free” methods to subnanometer precision (18). The key
feature is that the nanoparticles strongly confine light within their in-
dividual gaps to the underlying mirror and thus produce extremely
localized cavity resonances ( F1Fig. 1), making them independent and
insensitive to the angle and polarization of the incident light. These
features thus lend themselves to creating nanoscale pigments (19),
but so far, no active color generation with NPoM geometries has
fulfilled the requirements for display applications. The challenge lies
in producing these NPoMs at large scale while ensuring that each
individual NPoM acts as an independent active nanopixel.

Here, we report electrochromic nanoparticle-on-mirror constructs
(eNPoMs) formed from gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) encapsulated in
a conductive polymer shell [here polyaniline (PANI)]. Our scheme
works by switching the charge state of the entire PANI shell, thus
rapidly shifting the resonant scattering color of the eNPoM across
>100-nm wavelength ranges. This active nanopixel only requires
~0.2 fJ of energy for each 1-nm shift in wavelength and can achieve
commercial video rates (20). We show that centimeter-scale eNPoM
metasurfaces assembled into disordered patterns by a scalable
directed self-assembly scheme show vivid uniform color dynamics,
not possible with any existing plasmonic color system.

RESULTS
Concept of eNPoM
Color dynamics based on a local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
operates by changing the refractive index of the medium surrounding
the plasmonic nanomaterial, shifting the LSPR peak position (5).
The corresponding color tuning can be estimated from the LSPR sen-
sitivity (21)

Sn ¼ Dl*
Dn

¼ �2xn
ðdem=dlÞl*

ð1Þ

where l* is the resonant wavelength, c is a shape factor of the metal
nanoparticle (c = 2 for spheres), em is the dielectric permittivity of the
metal nanoparticle, and n is the refractive index of the medium
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surrounding the nanoparticle. Ideally,Dn should be large while ensur-
ing n~ 1 to keep the LSPR resonance in themiddle of the visible region
and allowing Dl* to tune over the whole visible spectrum.AQ2

A rational approach to address this is to incorporate plasmonic
nanoparticles into active surroundings that change their optical prop-
erties (Dn) depending on external stimuli (22). Phase-change inorganic
materials that have large Dn are one promising set of candidates (23),
but because most have n > 2, their LSPR resonances are in the near
infrared (NIR) and are thus inappropriate for plasmonic color appli-
cations. In contrast, responsive polymers offer LSPR modes in the
visible as typically n < 1.7 (24) but show weak tuning (Dn < 1). Typical
strategies used to achieve full color dynamics have thus combined
responsive polymers with increased shape factors of the nanoparticles
(c > 2) to increase Sn (Eq. 1). Elongated particles such as nanorods and
bipyramids have higher c, yielding higher Dl* (15). However, these
systems not only require large effective volumes (reducing the reso-
lution) but also develop strong polarization-dependent resonances
tuned beyond the visible regime into the NIR.

Here, we instead use eNPoMs composed of a AuNP encapsulated
in a continuous PANI shell sitting just above ametallicmirror (Fig. 1A).
This NPoM geometry behaves similarly to a dimer pair of near-
touching plasmonic nanoparticles, giving rise to strong optical field
coupling in the gap, known as a “hot spot” (Fig. 1B) (1). This hot spot
leads to a strong additional coupled resonance (here mode c), together
with a transversemode around 550 nm supported by the AuNP alone
(2). This coupled resonance tunes when the surrounding optical envi-
ronment changes, while the transverse mode is only weakly affected.

Furthermore, the coupled mode is insensitive to incident light polar-
ization and angle, making this ideal for an extremely localized nano-
pixel (18). Here, this coupled resonance is tuned by changing the
redox state of the ultrasmall volume of PANI shell surrounding each
nanoparticle (~3 × 10−4 mm3 per nanoparticle), altering the PANImo-
lecular polarizability and thus its effective refractive index as much as
Dn = 0.6 during redox (25).

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical simulations
(Fig. 1C) suggest that full redox of the PANI in the eNPoM can result
in visible scattering wavelength shifts of >100 nm, 300% larger than
those supported by nanoparticles alone (fig. S1, A to C) (15). In the
reduced state of PANI0, the eNPoM coupled resonance is at c0 =
675 nm, which would blue-shift to c2+ = 575 nm when oxidized to
PANI2+. A helpful feature here is that eNPoMs with relatively large
gaps (20-nm-thick PANI layer in Fig. 1C) still present useful color
properties, compared to previous NPoMs with ultrathin dielectric
spacers on amirror (2, 18, 19). Contributions from the enhanced opti-
cal fields on top of each eNPoM double the Dl* compared to NPoMs
depending only on changes in their gap (see fig. S1, D to E, for details).
Scattering supported by the optimal eNPoM predicts a 100-nm color
range with 43% switching contrast at resonance (Fig. 1C), as well as
>400% stronger scattering than absorption at resonance. This there-
fore promises a switchable color appearance with low optical loss as
well as high spatial definition, confirmed in our experiments on single
nanopixel devices (Fig. 1D).

Fabrication and optical switching of eNPoMs
Fabrication consists of two bottom-up steps: (i) PANI coating around
colloidal Au NPs in solution and (i) their casting onto a planar Au
mirror (see Materials and Methods for details). In brief, the colloi-
dal Au NPs are encapsulated by a continuous thin PANI shell using
surfactant-assisted chemical oxidative polymerization (resulting par-
ticles shown in the inset of F2Fig. 2B) (17). These constructs constitute
the key nanobuilding block controlling the optical resonance and its
electron dynamics for redox chemistry. The shell thickness defines the
critical gap spacing to the underlying mirror while also spacing be-
tween the neighboring Au NPs, reducing their optical coupling and
inhibiting their aggregation. The electrochromic nanoparticles can
be simply drop-cast onto planar Au substrates, resulting in randomly
distributed eNPoMs but with extremely precise gap sizes (fig. S2). To
scale this up in a controllable manner, meniscus-guided nanoparticle
assembly is used here (26), which is robust and readily allows low-cost
scalable fabrication of eNPoM metasurfaces with the desired surface
coverage (see below).

These samples are integrated into custom-built electrochemical
cells optimized to simultaneously track both optical and electrical dy-
namics via single-particle dark-field (DF) scattering spectroscopy
combined with a potentiostat (fig. S2A). The Au mirror forms the
working electrode (Materials and Methods) (27), and the redox state
of the PANI shells is controlled by sweeping the voltage from −0.2 to
0.6 V (versus Ag/AgCl) with a scan rate of 50 mV/s. Cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) curves averaged over 90 cycles (Fig. 2A) show two sets of
oxidized (upper) and reduced peaks (lower) from the three different
redox forms of PANI (PANI0, fully reduced; PANI1+, half oxidized;
PANI2+, fully oxidized). These eNPoMs are thus fully oxidized and
reduced within only DV < 1 V potential range. Simultaneously, DF
scattering spectra of a single eNPoM are measured (Fig. 2B AQ3and Fig.
1D show corresponding DF images; see also movie S1 and fig. S2, C
to E). Application of negative potential causes the reduction of the PANI

Fig. 1. eNPoM nanopixel. (A) Schematic of an eNPoM, which changes color as a
function of redox state of the thin (0 to 20 nm) PANI shell surrounding each AuNP on
Au mirror substrate. Right: Redox reaction of PANI in the gap (PANI0, fully reduced;
PANI1+, half oxidized; PANI2+, fully oxidized). (B) Optical near-field enhancement of
the eNPoM for reduced state of PANI shell (PANI0) showing hot spot in gap and (C) its
corresponding optical scattering (solid lines) and absorption spectra (dashed lines)
for different redox states of the PANI shell (red to green: PANI0 to PANI2+), from nu-
merical simulations (see Materials and Methods). (D) Experimental dark-field (DF)
scattering images of a single eNPoM nanopixel for different redox states of the PANI
shell (left to right: PANI0 to PANI2+).
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shell (PANI0), which gives rise to the scattering peak at c0 = 642 nm.
Reversing the potential reveals the resonance shift to c2+ = 578 nm, with
Dl* = 64 nm consistent with our numerical simulations (Fig. 1C). Fur-
ther observations of the DF scattering spectra while undergoing CV
cycling showhighly stable and reversible optical switching (Fig. 2C)with
dynamics that are fully reproducible (Fig. 2D). The optical dynamics of
each eNPoMare found to be identical under the same conditions, a cru-
cial basis for large-scale uniform color-switchingmetasurfaces based on
this concept.

eNPoMs with varying gaps
To examine how eNPoM color switching is sensitive to structural
parameters, we fabricate a series of eNPoMs with various gaps, set
by the thicknesses of the PANI shell coated onto each Au NP. This
is increased from 10- to 20-nm thickness with nanometer accuracy
by controlling themonomer concentration used in the polymerization
process (seeMaterials andMethods). The diameters are cross-checked
(fig. S3) by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and dynamic light
scattering (DLS). We then fabricate eNPoMnanopixels from four dif-
ferent PANI thicknesses of 11, 13, 18, and 20 nm (F3 Fig. 3A) and eval-
uate their electrical (Fig. 3B) and optical dynamics (Fig. 3, C to F, and
movie S2 show real-time DF scattering images). Both simulated and
experimental results for the spectral tuning as a function of the PANI
shell thickness show characteristic reversible blue shifts (Fig. 3D) and
~50% intensity decay (Fig. 3E) upon oxidation. In theory, the resonant
wavelength and the range of its spectral tuning both increase for
smaller gaps (shells). However, the experimental results show that
thinner PANI shells result in a smaller color range upon redox cycling.
This may be due to a number of additional geometrical factors not

included in the simulations (which are extremely sensitive to the na-
nostructure) including (i) imperfect spherical shapes and sizes of the
synthesized AuNPs (28), (ii) differences in optical properties of PANI
of different thicknesses from additional effects of their ligands (17),
(iii) nonuniform coatings of thinner PANI shells (<15 nm; Fig. 3A),
(iv) the ~30% PANI thickness change during redox (25), and (v) pos-
sible nonuniform redox of PANI molecules within the gap, limiting
the change of effective refractive index and thus the color dynamic
range (fig. S4). This additional nanostructural control is of interest
for electrical switching of extremely small gap plasmonic systems
(27, 29, 30) but beyond the scope of this paper. In summary, the
NPoMsmade of thicker PANI shells (>15 nm) provide excellent color
performance with high fidelity, in reasonable agreement with the op-
timal predictions of the numerical simulation.

Tracking reversible redox state from electronic and
optical dynamics
The observed color change while switching the redox state of the
conductive polymer opens up the ability to track the associated elec-
tron dynamics within the tiny channel underneath individual single
nanoparticles in the NPoM geometry ( F4Fig. 4A). This allows further
insight into how many, and how fast, electrons can be transferred
through the gap of an eNPoM. This is important for various applica-
tions, in particular fast and energy-efficient display devices (12), as
well as for fundamental nano(electro-)chemistry (31, 32).

With the eNPoM construct here, the redox species (PANI) is ad-
sorbed onto the working electrode (the underlying Au mirror) and
the electron transfer for controlling PANI redox occurs solely through
the nanogap, preventing electrochemical irreversibility (33). The
peak current iP in the CV curve at the oxidized (or reduced) state
of the eNPoMs is linearly proportional to the potential scan rate n,
with limited peak shift (fig. S5). In this case, iP = nF2fA/RT, with two
electrons involved, and where F is the Faraday constant (C/mol), R is
the ideal gas constant (J/K·mol), T is the temperature of the system
(K), A is the working electrode area (m2), and f is the surface cover-
age of the species on the electrode (mol/m2) (33). Because our
experiments follow this linear dependence with n, it shows that f is
constant and gives the number of PANI molecules undergoing elec-
tron transfer (34), which is set by the number of eNPoMs on the
electrode that we extract from the gradient fit (line). This then allows
calibration of the number of electrons injected/collected from each
NPoM (Fig. 4B), directly showing the electron dynamics in the gaps
of single NPoMs associated with the three different redox states of
the PANI. Roughly 30,000 e− are transferred per nanoparticle, which
corresponds well with what is expected from the PANI shell volume
(fig. S5E). The corresponding optical dynamics measured at the
same time also show two clear transitions perfectly correlated to
the electron dynamics (Fig. 4C, with fig. S5 showing detailed CV
andDF spectra). These observations imply that the energies required
for color changes from c0 to c1+ and c1+ to c2+, are ~80 and ~200 aJ
per 1-nm shift in wavelength.

To understand the temporal response, we studied the optical switch-
ing of single eNPoMs under faster square-wave electrical modulation
(Fig. 4D, top). AQ4An abrupt redox transition of the polymer is seen when
a step in voltage from 0.6 ↔ −0.2 V is applied (versus Ag/AgCl),
causing rapid shifts in the coupled mode from c0↔ c2+, and resulting
in switching of the DF scattering measured at c0 = 640 nm (Fig. 4D,
bottom). The switching time is 32 ms (oxidation) and 143 ms (re-
duction) with intensity changes of 47%. This matches the intrinsic

Fig. 2. Electrically driven optical switching of single eNPoMs. (A) Cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) of eNPoMs, with current calibrated per eNPoM (0, PANI0; 1+, PANI1+;
2+, PANI2+; dashed background curve highlights redox peaks). (B) DF scattering
spectra of single eNPoM versus voltage applied as in (A) (c0, PANI

0; c2+, PANI
2+).

Inset shows SEM image of a representative eNPoM (80-nm Au NP coated with
20-nm PANI shell on Au substrate). (C) Time scan of normalized DF scattering
spectra from a single eNPoM for five cycles of ramped voltage −0.2 ↔0.6 V with
a scan rate of 50 mV/s. (D) Reversible switching of coupled plasmon mode versus
applied voltage.
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dynamics of ultrathin planar PANI films on Au substrates (12), with
>200% improved switching contrast in the enhanced scattering of
the eNPoMs. Reversible color switching at the single nanoparticle
level is seen in response to square-wave potentials of increasing fre-

quency up to commercial video rates of 50 Hz (Fig. 4, E and F, with
fig. S6 showing detailed performance) (20), providing switching
performance that is already comparable to state of the art in plas-
monics (5). The exponential decay in switching contrast for higher

Fig. 3. eNPoMs with varying gaps. (A) Top: SEM images of Au NPs coated with different thicknesses of surrounding PANI shell layer (11, 13, 18, and 20 nm from left to
right). Bottom: Corresponding DF images (top, PANI0; bottom, PANI2+). (B) CV curves of four different eNPoMs composed of 11-nm (red), 13-nm (orange), 18-nm (green),
and 20-nm PANI shells (blue) versus applied voltage (from left to right). (C) Dynamic response in DF scattering of each NPoM nanopixel versus gap size. (D) Optical
tuning (red, c0; green, c2+) and (E) corresponding intensity switching of eNPoMs as a function of PANI thickness (gap size) from theory (dashed lines) and experiment
(circles and solid lines). (F) Associated color gamut plots (CIE 1931 chromaticity).

Fig. 4. Electrical and optical switching dynamics of eNPoM nanopixels. (A) Schematic of electron transfer from PANI to Au mirror through the gap. (B) Charge flow
per nanoparticle in the gap of each eNPoM versus applied potential. (C) Optical dynamics of coupled plasmon mode versus number of electrons transferred at the gap.
(D) Square-wave modulation of the applied potential at 1 Hz (top) and associated normalized scattering intensity (bottom) of single eNPoM at wavelength of c0 peak,
showing dynamics for reduction (143 ms) and oxidation (32 ms). (E) Reversible optical switching of an eNPoM under square-wave modulation at 1, 10, and 20 Hz.
(F) Switching contrast of eNPoM versus applied modulation frequency.
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frequencies currently comes from the RCAQ5 time constant set by the
capacitance of the cell geometry used.

Because PANI has stable charge states, we observe bistable char-
acteristics for eNPoMs, with the resonant modes at c2+ and c0 being
retained for >10 min (decay time constant; fig. S6D). This therefore
significantlyAQ6 reduces energy consumption for device applications.
The retention time is currently limited by scavenger redox molecules
and encapsulation that is not optimized in current devices but can be
considerably extended. We emphasize that this is already 3×105 times
extended compared to typical video rate refresh requirements.

Scalable eNPoM metasurfaces
In considering active plasmonics for industrial applications, one of
the major challenges is scalable cost-effective fabrication of the func-
tional metasurfaces, ideally based on lithography-free methods (5).
We address this by developing a robust approach using meniscus-
guided nanoparticle assembly to fabricate centimeter-scale eNPoM
metasurfaces (F5 Fig. 5; seeMaterials andMethods for details) (26). The
volume fraction of the particles in solution used for the coating
determines the particle density (fill fraction) on the mirror substrate.
Surfaces composed of randomly distributed eNPoMs are achieved
with fill fractions of 20% by using 0.3% volume fraction of the initial
colloid (fig. S7). The corresponding ~100-nm spacing ensures
minimal optical near-field coupling between the NPs (Fig. 5A), with
colors controlled solely by the active gap under each eNPoM, and is
essential for scalable fabrication. This scaled-up eNPoM metasurface
also reveals vivid uniform color switching with Dl* = 79 nm and
57% switching contrast over the entire surface (Fig. 5, B to E). These
observations are identical to the single eNPoM behavior, confirming
the lack of any effects from the disordered configuration for fill fractions
<20% (fig. S7) and giving metasurfaces fully insensitive to the light illu-
mination and detection angles (fig. S8). The color ranges and dynamics
supported by eNPoMmetasurfaces can potentially be further extended

by mixing different nanoparticles or using ultraviolet plasmonic nano-
particles (in progress).

The active plasmonicmetasurface demonstrated here appears highly
competitive with current and suggested technologies ( F6Fig. 6) (35). In
particular, it has visible wavelength tuning, ultrasmall pixel size, and
near–video rate switching that has been hard to achieve before and
matches requirements (green box).We emphasize that thismetasurface
already operates for over 3 months (Fig. 5F) at power densities below
300 mW/cm2, which is 10 times lower than for commercial e-paper
(fig. S9) while giving much higher pixel densities (>109 pixels per inch).
Thismethod is scalable and highly compatible with flexible systems and
is therefore AQ7ideal for large-scale roll-to-roll manufacturing on deform-
able polymer substrates and suggests useful industrial applications for
active plasmonic colors (36).

DISCUSSION
Wedemonstrate that combining conductive polymers intomultilayered
plasmonic architectures based on theNPoMarchitecture results inwide
color switching in response to <1-V applied potentials. The tight con-
finement of light inside the well-defined and extremely small gap vol-
umes allows independent tuning of the individual nanoparticles, which
act as active nanopixels. Fast switching, high refresh rate, high optical
contrast, low energy consumption, and the bistable characteristics of
this hybrid nanoarchitecture are the key ingredients for creating scalable
and flexible color-changing metasurfaces. AQ8Scattering-based color pro-
vided by single nanoparticles significantly increases the spatial reso-
lution (<100 nm) while reducing the device thickness hundredfold
compared to commercial high-definition displays (12) and simplify-
ing the associated fabrication processes. These unique characteristics
highlight its potential for active plasmonics in real-world applications
including color-changing wallpapers, smart windows, traffic manage-
ment systems, electrical signage, and many types of display panels.

Fig. 5. Scalable color generation performance of eNPoM metasurfaces. (A) Schematic of eNPoM metasurface integrated into electrochemical cell. Right inset shows
optical near-field enhancement of two eNPoMs built from 60-nm Au NPs, separated by mean distance gFF = 90 nm (given 20% fill fraction), showing no optical near-
field coupling between the eNPoMs. (B) Corresponding simulated spectra. (C) Experimental scattering spectra of the eNPoM metasurfaces versus voltage applied from
−0.3↔ 0.8 V. (D) DF images and (E) color gamut (CIE 1931 chromaticity) of the eNPoM metasurfaces built from 20-, 40-, and 60-nm-diameter Au NPs during PANI redox.
(F) Color dynamics of eNPoM metasurface from (C) under ambient light before and after 3 months. Photo credit: J. Peng and H.-H. Jeong, University of Cambridge.AQ15
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Last, we note that besides these color display prospects, plasmonic
color-changing metasurfaces offer diverse sensing functionalities.
Because the optical properties of PANI are affected by changes in
electronic charge as well as proton density (pH) (37), eNPoM meta-
surfaces can be used for flexible or wearable colorimetric sensors (38).
Moreover, this scheme also has the potential for real-time measure-
ments of hot-electron generation and photochemistry at extremely
small length scales (30, 39).

MATERIALS AND METHODSAQ9

PANI coating on Au NPs
PANI was coated on the surface of Au NPs by surfactant-assisted
chemical oxidative polymerization, as previously reported (15, 17).
The citrate-stabilized colloidal solution (1.6 ml) of 80-nm Au NPs
(BBI) was concentrated and mixed with a mixture of aniline (2 mM,
0.6 ml) and SDS (40 mM, 0.12 ml). Because of electrostatic forces, the
aniline coated onto the entire surface of the Au NPs, acting as a seed
layer for further polymer growth. Then, 0.6 ml of 2 mM ammonium
persulfate in 10 mM hydrochloric acid (HCl) was added into the so-
lution. This led to polymerization of the monomers. For the complete
polymerization, the solution was incubated at room temperature
overnight and then washed and redispersed in 4 mM SDS solution
afterward. The thickness of the PANI layer can be readily controlled
by adjusting the amount of monomer in each coating procedure (fig.
S3) or by repeating the whole process.

Preparation of eNPoM
Planar gold substrates were prepared by the template-stripping meth-
od reported in the literature, which provided atomically smooth gold
layers (28). Briefly, 100-nm-thick Au was evaporated onto a silicon
wafer at a growth rate of 0.1 nm/s using an e-beam evaporator. After
this, small pieces (ca. 1 cm2) of the bare Si wafer were glued on with
epoxy and peeled off together with the Au film. Last, colloidal solu-
tions of the PANI-coatedAuNPswere drop-casted on the top of these
Au substrates. Before use, this sample was immersed in deionized wa-
ter overnight to eliminate excess surfactants, followed by treating with
HCl (0.2 M) for 2 hours to protonate the PANI layer (17).

eNPoM metasurface coating
The coating of the eNPoMmetasurface was carried out using a con-
structed convective coating setup (26). The evaporated Au substrate

was cleaned with oxygen plasma and attached onto a motorized
translation stage (ProScanII). A volume (ca. 40 ml) of the colloidal
PANI-coated Au NPs was dropped onto the Au substrate. A fixed
fluoro-silanized glass plate was positioned ~300 mm above the liquid
to precisely confine the liquid during the coating. By moving the
translation stage supporting the Au substrate at a constant speed of
1 mm/s, a liquid meniscus was formed on one edge and subsequently
dragged across the substrate, accumulating and coating with nano-
particles. The fill fraction of the final metasurface was controlled by
adjusting the volume fraction of the initial colloidal suspension.

DLS and SEM analysis
DLS spectra of the colloidal solutions (0.5ml) of PANI-coatedAuNPs
were measured with a zeta potential analyzer (Zetasizer Nano ZS,
Malvern), using the physical properties of Au and water. SEM images
of the eNPoMswere obtained using a LEO1530VPmicroscope (Zeiss)
at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.

Single-particle optical DF imaging and spectroscopy
Optical DF images and spectra of single eNPoMs were obtained using
a charge-coupled device camera (Infinity 2) and spectrometer (Ocean
Optics QE65000) with 100× objectives [Olympus LMPLFLN; numer-
ical aperture AQ10(NA), 0.8] in a customizedmicroscope (Olympus BX51).
The white light source is a halogen lamp.

Electrochemical cell
TheAumirror substrate of the eNPoMwas used as aworking electrode.
A stack of square double-sided tape with the centers removed was ad-
hered on a clean glass coverslip to create a fluid chamber. Half of the
sample was sandwiched between two coverslips (see fig. S2), and the
other half was electrically connected to a potentiostat (CompactStat,
Ivium Technologies). A Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Green Leaf
Scientific AQ11) and a Pt counter electrode (Alfa Aesar) were inserted into
the electrochemical cell, and the chamber was filled with the electro-
lyte solution [0.5 M sodium chloride (NaCl) in 10 mM HCl].

Numerical simulation
The electromagnetic response of the eNPoM was simulated by
FDTD calculation software (Lumerical Solutions). The Au nano-
sphere surrounded with the spherical PANI shell was placed on
top of a gold rectangular mirror. The light was illuminated as a plane
wave polarized perpendicular to and propagating along the mirror

Fig. 6. Optical dynamics of electrochromic plasmonic nanoparticles. Switching times of various electrochromic plasmonic nanomaterials versus their associated
(A) optical dynamic ranges and (B) pixel areas: eNPoMs (red circle), Au nanospheres (NS) coated with PANI (yellow circle), Au rods coated with PANI (yellow square),
Au bipyramids (BP) coated with PANI (yellow bipyramid) (15), Au discs coated with PANI (yellow triangle) (16), Au domes coated with Ag (gray hexagon) (7), and Au
dimers coated with Ag (gray circle) (13). Green box indicates needs for commercial displays, matching what can be achieved with eNPoMs (red).
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(fig. S1). The optical properties of Au and PANI were taken from the
literature (25, 40). To simplify the computation, the refractive index
of the whole surrounding environment was set to n = 1.33 assum-
ing water.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALSAQ12
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/5/eaaw2205/DC1
Fig. S1. FDTD simulations of Au NPs and eNPoMs.
Fig. S2. Electrochemical cell.
Fig. S3. PANI coating on Au NPs with thickness control.
Fig. S4. FDTD numerical simulation of eNPoM for different redox states in the gap.
Fig. S5. Electrochemical analysis of eNPoMs.
Fig. S6. Reversible optical switching of eNPoMs.
Fig. S7. eNPoM metasurfaces.
Fig. S8. Angular dependence of eNPoM metasurfaces.
Fig. S9. Power density of various displays.
Table S1. Comparison of electrochromic plasmonic reflective devices.
Movie S1. Matrix (6 × 6)AQ13 of the DF scattering images of the eNPoMs as a function of
time during CV cycle in the range of −0.2 to 0.6 V (versus Ag/AgCl) with a scan rate of
50 mV/s.
Movie S2. DF scattering images of four different particles (in row) of four different eNPoMs
composed of 11-, 13-, 18-, and 20-nm PANI thicknesses as a function of time during CV cycle in
the range of −0.2 to 0.6 V (versus Ag/AgCl) with a scan rate of 50 mV/s.
Movie S3. DF scattering images of the eNPoM metasurfaces as a function of time during CV
cycle in the range of −0.2 to 0.6 V (versus Ag/AgCl) with a scan rate of 50 mV/s.
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